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“Tang Shao, you’re back.”Lu Yuxi was the first to see Omi.

“Well, how has everyone been this year?”

“Uh, that’s it, what can a year change, by the way, Tang Shao, His Majesty the Long Emperor said that if
you come back, go find him right away.”

“Okay, call everyone here first.”

Soon, Tang Huan, Mo Yuyan, Qing Shui, Yan Xin Yi and a few others rushed over.

“Brother.”Tang Huan ran into the gate, only to shout one word, and then she saw her father, Tang
Huan’s voice stopped abruptly.

“Dad.”Tang Huan cried and threw herself at Tang Jing Tian.

“Huanhuan.”Tang Jingtian shouted in excitement, father and daughter finally reunited, hugging each
other happily.

Only after a long time did Omi say, “Let me introduce you, this is Little Flame and this is Purple
Hitomi.”

“Hello everyone.”Little Fire greeted everyone with some restraint.

Omi arranged Little Fire Purple Pupil outside and went to a certain palace hall to look for Mo Qing. A
second to remember to read the book

“Uncle Qing, you’re looking for me.”

“Omi, back from work.”

“Yes, just got back, Uncle Qing, just tell me what you want.”

“Omi, a few months ago, we confirmed my father’s death.”

“What? Senior Murky Green, really dead?”

“Yes, in fact, it wasn’t a wild guess to guess that my father was dead, before people were afraid to be
sure if my father was really dead.But now we’ve found my father’s body, in a cave.”Mo Qing showed
some sadness.

Omi to, “Uncle Qing’s sorrow.”

“When my father was found, his corpse had dried up, and it looked like he had been dead for
years.Back then, my father must have known that he was going to die, so he didn’t dare to say
goodbye to us and sneaked off to the wilderness to die alone, he didn’t dare to tell anyone, because



only if he was alive, he would have scruples about foreign enemies, and if everyone knew that he was
dead, then the Mo Dynasty would be finished.He didn’t even have anyone to accompany him when he
died for the sake of our Mo Clan Dynasty.”Mo Qing said with a somewhat hoarse voice.

“Uncle Qing, don’t be sad, it’s useless to be sad when Elder Mo Green was created this way.”Omi was
used to seeing life and death, in the mortal realm his loved ones had many big deadlines, so he didn’t
feel anything at all.

“Omi, the news about my father’s death should spread out soon.By then, I think there will be some
trouble.”

“Uncle Qing, what kind of trouble is there, before the Yao Clan Dynasty tried to find trouble, they
were all destroyed by me.”

“Omi, outsiders wouldn’t know that much if they hadn’t seen it with their own eyes, and wouldn’t
believe that with your strength you could exterminate the Yao Clan Dynasty.Moreover, within the
territory of our Mo Clan Dynasty, there are five hundred large and small immortal cultivation families
and powers, these powers, will definitely not be willing to be subjected to us, and might create some
misfortune.Other immortal imperial dynasties will definitely find something to cause trouble as well.”

“Let’s exterminate one if one comes.”

“But you can’t always rely on your scrolls, your scrolls are precious and there aren’t many of them.”

“That’s also true.”Omi thought inside, he couldn’t waste all his scrolls for the sake of the Mo Dynasty,
there were plenty of places Omi could use them in the future.

“You go back first and comfort my daughter, I’ve been in a bad mood since I learned that her
grandfather died.As for whether or not anyone will strike at our Mo Dynasty in the future, we’ll just
have to wait and see.”Mo Qing said.

“Good.”Omi walked away.

Omi was also a bit depressed in his heart, he had wanted to find a place and have a good cultivation,
but instead, he had to waste so much energy for this Mo Dynasty.

Of course, if Omi wanted to cultivate properly, he would definitely have to find a place with the best
location, and the best location of the Six Seas were the centers of the Nine Cultivation Dynasties, Omi
would have to defend the territory here as well if he wanted to cultivate in the center of the Mo
Dynasty.

“Yuyan.”Omi came to Mo Yuyan’s room.

“Did my father find you.”

“Well, I already know what happened to your grandfather, please save your grief.”

“Oooooh.”Mo Yuyan threw herself into Omi’s arms and cried.

Mo Yuyan cried, “I thought that my grandfather must not be dead, he must be practicing in some
undisturbed place, but I didn’t expect that he would have died in an uninhabited cave, sooooo.”

“Yuyan, actually you should have been mentally prepared, your grandfather had no reason to run away
to another place to cultivate, the palace is the place with the thickest and densest aura, if your
grandfather really wanted to cultivate, he must have been in the palace ah, not running away to a



place with no human presence.A place where there isn’t even a single person, which means the
thinnest aura, and no one would want to go there at all.”

“Oooh.”

Omi stroked Mo Yuyan’s hair to comfort her, allowing her to cry, Mo Yuyan had extremely deep
feelings for her grandfather, it was reasonable to be sad now, she hadn’t experienced as much as Omi
after all.

Omi saw Mo Yuyan crying almost, a moment to her waist, throw her into bed, the best way to treat
sadness, perhaps this is, anyway, a year has not seen, but also a small parting victory over the
newlyweds.As a matter of fact, Mo Yuyan quickly forgot about her grandfather’s business, these
vulgar things for the time being not to say.

The next day, Omi took out a scroll, this was a Spirit Gathering Formation, if you use this Spirit
Gathering Formation, you can gather all the surrounding aura into this place.

Unfortunately, there were only two scrolls of this Spirit Gathering Formation Scroll in the Nine Dao
Demon King’s ruins.

“Should I use the Spirit Gathering Formation Scroll or not?”Omi held the scroll in his hand and secretly
asked himself.

If used, there were only two scrolls of this thing, there would immediately be one less, originally this
Spirit Gathering Scroll, Omi planned to use it after he reached the Seven Heavy Seas, but currently,
Omi obviously didn’t go to the Seven Heavy Seas so soon.

Mo Yuyan got up and walked out of the room, seeing Omi holding a scroll, she asked, “What is this?”

“The Spirit Gathering Scroll, I’m agonizing over whether I should use it or not.”

“Does it do anything?”

“Of course there is, he can gather all the aura around him.This Spirit Gathering Formation, there are
two ways to use it, the first, long term way, and the second, short term way.Long-term, as long as 100
seventh grade spirit stones are provided every day, it can run continuously, but in this way, the
amount of aggregated spirit qi is small.In the short term, it’s just a short period of time to gather all
the spirit qi, the amount of spirit qi is estimated to explode, but unfortunately, it can only last about
half a month.”

“Then definitely choose the long term ah, in the short term, although there is a lot of it for a while, if
you can’t absorb it all, it’s useless.”Mo Yuyan said.

Omi said, “No, I can absorb all of it, relatively speaking, my heart is more inclined to the short term,
although it can only last for fifteen days, but I can absorb a fierce handful of it in fifteen days.I think,
fifteen days, let me break through three or five realms, no problem.”
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